Celebrity Baby News: Kim
Kardashian & Kanye West Have
One Last Embryo for Baby No.
4
By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, sources are saying that Kim Kardashian and
Kanye West have decided to try for celebrity baby number four.
According to UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple want to use
their last embryo to have their fourth and final child with a
surrogate. The couple currently have three celebrity kids of
their own. Because of Kardashian’s previous high risks
pregnancies, doctors advised her of this being the safest way.

In celebrity baby news, Kim and
Kanye may be trying for baby number
four at some point. What is the
value of giving your children
siblings?
Cupid’s Advice:
Some people are okay with having one child, while others want
their child to have a sibling to play with. Cupid has some
advice on the value of giving your children siblings:
1. Bonding: It’s always cute to see siblings play together. At
a young age they start to build this bond that will take them
through their most valuable years. Although there will be

plenty of fights and arguments, it will only make their bonds
stronger. Learning how to build bonds with others is important
and who better than to learn with than siblings?
Related Link: Product Review: Baby Fashion for Easy & Cute
Parenting
2. Boys and girls: Sometimes you have a specific idea on what
kind of family you want. Maybe you want a boy and a girl or
all girls or maybe even all boys. When having both boys and
girls, it’s nice to teach your children how to respect other
genders. For example, teaching your son not to hit girls or
teaching your girls the importance of keeping your dress down
when wearing one. Although you don’t need to have one of each
to be able to teach these lessons, it’s a plus.
Related Link: Parenting Tips: Why Disciplinging Your Kids Is
Important
3. Learning lessons: Along with building bonds, your children
will also be able to learn lessons together. Whether it’s
something simple like Also, with siblings that may come around
later, your older children will be able to teach them.
What are some other reasons giving your children siblings can
be a positive thing? Share your thoughts below.

